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Venture Leadership is a partnership.

Venture Leader Academy is brought to you by Venture Leadership Consulting.
We’re strategic thinkers and we join you in the trenches. It’s leadership that
is invested in your organization, working together to create new models,
implement never-before-seen programs, and handle existing workload. The
result is results: together we will make an impact, deliver new skills, and move
forward.
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TARGETING TALENT
CHANGE CHAMPIONS + STRONG NONPROFIT SOLUTIONS = EQUITY AND JUSTICE.

The nonprofit sector lacks experienced “executive generalists,” or those who are
knowledgeable in all aspects of an organization. All too often, leaders hire specialists
and hope that their competent performance in each workstream will advance the mission.
However, effective, efficient, and enduring change requires strategic alignment of every
nonprofit domain, and every domain must reflect the organization’s strategy in its operation.
A leader who lacks confidence or expertise in any workstream—program, development,
finance, or others—will find it difficult to move their organization’s mission forward.
Yet time and again, bandwidth-constrained nonprofits leave high-potential talent to cobble
together their own self-directed learning. As a result, many struggle to advance their skills
and career trajectory. Moreover, people of color in particular tend to face tough obstacles
when seeking executive positions, resulting in a lack of diversity and bench strength in
the highest levels of leadership.
Thus, our sector is filled with “homegrown” high-performing nonprofit professionals,
who have endless potential but limited experience with which they can rise to the
executive level.
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OUR VISION
PERSONAL PASSION + INTENTION + HONED SKILLS + STRONG VOICE = CHANGE CHAMPION.

The Venture Leader Academy will create Executive Change Champions by developing
nonprofit professionals’ knowledge, skills, and overall ability to advance their
missions. By focusing on both the “micro”—the personal development of our students—
and the “macro”—the development of skills in all nonprofit domains—the Academy will
serve as a pathway for organizations to realize effective and diverse change champions.
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PROGRAM COMPONENTS
CHANGE CHAMPIONS + STRONG NONPROFIT SOLUTIONS = EQUITY AND JUSTICE.

Strong change champions need only galvanize and inspire their teams to implement
meaningful change. The Venture Leader Academy is based on a framework that
incorporates the “being” and “doing” of change agency, both at individual and
organizational levels.

MODULE 1

Transformative Change
Motivational Interviewing
Emotional Intelligence
Personal Vision

MODULE 1

program modules

BECOMING
A CHANGE
AGENT
MODULE 4

MODULE 2

Theory of Change
Strategic Planning
Strategic Implementation
MODULE 2

AMPLIFYING
THE CHANGE

CATALYZING
THE CHANGE

MODULE 3

IMPLEMENTING
THE CHANGE

MODULE 3

Data & Evaluation
Talent Clarity
Finance & Sustainability
Development
Board Management
DEI

MODULE 4

Adaptive Leadership
Communication
Personal Brand
Advocacy
Thought Leadership

ACADEMY
The Venture Leader Academy will be offered as a 14-week course, with an 8-hour per week
commitment from each participant. Each week will consist of 2-4 hours of asynchronous
lectures, 2-3 hours of virtual interaction sessions, and 1-2 hours of individual preparation
and final practicum work. Optional office hours and life coaching will be flexible to meet
individual scheduling needs. Participants will apply what they learn in a final practicum
project, which is usually an Organizational Assessment for the sponsoring nonprofit or
another nonprofit client, (although participants may also design their practicum around a
specific need). Successful completion of the Venture Leader Academy is evaluated upon
the presentation of the practicum.
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PROGRAMMING
FELLOWSHIP (optional)
Upon successful completion of Venture Leader Academy, students are eligible to become
Venture Leader Fellows. Fellows will practice the knowledge they gained during the Academy
through paid nonprofit consulting with Venture Leadership Consulting (VLC). With coaching
from expert VLC staff mentors and teammates, Fellows will hone their expertise and gain
valuable experience with which they can prove their executive readiness. Dedicated weekly
sessions will support continued learning and client performance.

REPORT
Report, discuss, and strategize solutions to challenges faced while
working with clients
RESEARCH
Research for and create the written piece they will publish as one
culminating Fellowship project
PLAN
Develop a robust career vision and plan for post-fellowship.
Elements include:
resume crafting

job hunting

building public profile

interviewing

networking

In addition to client work, Fellows will demonstrate mastery of Executive Change Champion
competencies by completing a final Competency Review, which includes feedback from clients,
the VLC mentor, and a self-assessment.
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EXPECTED OUTCOMES
Venture Leader Academy is designed to achieve short-term results that will lead to
intermediate outcomes for Fellows and long-term outcomes for the sector.
The short-term outcomes for Academy cohort members are:
• Demonstrating mastery of content by successfully conducting an organizational
assessment, or other practicum;
• Self-reported progress in all 6 Executive Change Champion Competencies;
• An ongoing awareness of their personal alignments to the work, as well as the ability to
build and strengthen networks in the sector.
The intermediate outcomes, displayed in the Fellowship:
• Strengthened aptitude in all 6 Executive Change Champion Competencies, as
demonstrated by feedback from clients and VLC staff, as well as self-assessments;
• Continued work as change champions in their issue area or organization (measured
through annual surveys of Academy alumni).
As more change champions pursue impactful change work, the sector as a whole
will benefit from the following long-term outcomes:
• A set of core competencies for nonprofit leaders which, when recognized, required,
and trained towards, ensure that an organization is efficient in operations and strategic
in mindset.
• An infusion of diverse Executive Change Champions who are closing gaps of inequity
and injustice.

the six executive change champion competencies
1
4

INTERNAL
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
UNIVERSAL
EXPERTISE
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RELATIONAL
SAVVY
THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP
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2022 INFORMATION
APPLICATION TIMELINE
Friday, May 6, 2022

Applications Open at https://bit.ly/VLA-2022

Wednesday, June 22, 2022

Applications due before 11:59pm PDT

July 1-15, 2022

Interviews

Monday, July 18, 2022

Applicants Notified & Enrollment Process Begins

Monday, August 15, 2022

First Day of Classes

Friday, November 18, 2022

Graduation Celebration

PROGRAM FEES

*Summer 2022 Only

Let’s Connect!
Learn more about the Venture Leader Academy program by checking out our
Instagram, LinkedIn, YouTube, or sending us an email at academy@ventureleader.
org.
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